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The presence of intraluminal thrombus (ILT) complicates AAA growth. ILT is fibrin structure compound of platelets, blood cells, blood proteins, and cellular debris (20) . ILT is more frequent in larger AAA since most patients develop thrombus as the aneurysm progresses. It has been proposed that platelets activate in regions of high shear and are subsequently advected towards the aneurysm wall where they accumulate in regions of low shear and form thrombus (8) , with a possible role played by the vortical structures formed inside the aneurysm (9) . It has also been shown that the flow field inside AAA may promote ILT formation by increasing residence time and trapping blood particles (7, 37, 38) .
The effect of ILT on AAA progression and rupture remains controversial (48) . ILT may deprive the aneurysm wall of oxygen, which may exacerbate wall inflammation and weakening (45) . The rupture of ILT can lead to the rupture of the arterial wall (26) , mature ILT can reduce the wall compliance (16) and increase dissection risk (42) , and ILT growth rate can increase the likelihood of aneurysm rupture (35) . However, it has been reported that ILT can reduce the stresses acting on the wall of the aneurysm (11, 46) .
Patient-specific AAA blood flow modeling is a promising tool that may provide important information for understanding hemodynamic factors involved in AAA progression and potentially data for clinical decision making. The goal of the present work is to investigate potential hemodynamic factors that may lead to progression of thrombus inside AAA. In this study, quantifications of time-averaged wall shear stress (TAWSS), oscillatory shear index (OSI), and mean exposure time (MET) at the luminal surface are compared with thrombus accumulation from longitudinal in vivo midaneurysm magnetic resonance (MR) wall content data in patients with small AAA.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Imaging. Ten patients with small AAAs (diameter Ͻ5 cm) were recruited under a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board at Stanford University, and each patient consented to participate in imaging at baseline and followup visits. Patient information, including the followup interval, is shown in Table 1 . The geometric characteristics of the patients are shown in Table 2 .
During the baseline visit, aortic lumen, blood flow, and wall content data were collected. Patients were scanned with contrastenhanced MR angiography (MRA) in the supine position with a 1.5 T Signa MR scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI). A three-dimensional fast gradient echo MRA sequence was used to image the aortic lumen. The scan parameters for MRA included 3.0-to 3.3-ms repetition time, 0.7-to 0.8-ms echo time, 25°77 flip angle, 3-mm thickness with 1.5-mm overlap, and 40 ϫ 40 cm 2 field of view with 512 ϫ 192 acquisition matrix per slice (reconstructed to 512 ϫ 512). A single component phase contrast MR sequence (PCMRI) was used to acquire blood flow velocity at the cross sections of the supraceliac and infrarenal aorta. The scan parameters included 11.9-to 12.7-ms repetition time, 4.5-to 5.3-ms echo time, 20°83 flip angle, 256 ϫ 192 acquisition matrix per slice (reconstructed to 256 ϫ 256), and 150 cm/s through-plane encoding velocity with 24 time point reconstruction. Afterward, a T1-weighted, double-inversion recovery fast spin echo sequence (black blood MR) was used to image the aortic wall contents on the oblique axial plane at the level of maximal aortic dilatation. The single slice acquisition reduced the acquisition time while patients held their breaths. The scan parameters included 42-ms echo time, 6-mm slice thickness, and 34 ϫ 34 cm 2 field of view with 320 ϫ 320 acquisition matrix per slice. All images were acquired during inspiratory breath hold to minimize the motion artifact. Brachial systolic and diastolic blood pressures were measured using an automatic pressure cuff (Omron Healthcare, Bannockburn, IL). During the followup visit, aortic lumen angiography and black blood MR scans were collected using consistent imaging sequences.
Image-based modeling. Computer models of the aneurysm and surrounding arteries were created by segmenting the arterial lumina from the MRA data using the software package SimVascular (simtk.org/home/simvascular). The geometric models included the abdominal aorta with celiac trunk, superior mesenteric artery, renal arteries, and iliac arteries. The models were used as the domains for direct numerical simulation of the blood flow through the aneurysms, using methods similar to those described by Les et al. (22) . The structural mechanics of the thrombus or aortic wall were not modeled. Blood was assumed to be an incompressible Newtonian fluid ( ϭ 1.06 g/cm 3 , ϭ 0.04 P). The Navier-Stokes equations were solved using a second-order accurate stabilized finite element method (21, 40) . The method involves addition of stabilization terms to the Galerkin formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations to overcome instabilities in velocity due to presence of advection terms and instabilities in pressure due to the equal order pressure and velocity formulation used. The equal order interpolation results in continuous linear velocity and pressures on each element. A semidiscrete approach was used to discretize the spatial domain and integrate the resulting ordinary differential equations in time using a second order generalized-␣ method (21) . A preconditioning method suitable for cardiovascular finite element simulations was used to increase the efficiency of the linear solver (17) .
For the inflow boundary condition the supraceliac volumetric flow rate of each patient from PCMRI data were mapped to a Womerseley profile at the respective model's inlet. While the in vivo profile at the supraceliac aorta likely deviates from a Womerseley profile, imposing the profile at the supraceliac level ensures sufficient length for the flow to develop so that flow features at the infrarenal segment are not sensitive to the profile at the supraceliac level (4, 39) .
For the outflow boundary condition, three-element (RCR) Windkessel models were imposed at the outlets using the coupling described by Vignon-Clementel et al. (44) . To configure the flow rate to each vessel outlet, suprarenal and infrarenal PCMRI data were used to compute expected flow rates to branch vessels. Supraceliac minus infrarenal flow was distributed as 33.0% to the celiac trunk and 67% evenly to the superior mesenteric artery and renal arteries (27) . Infrarenal flow was split equally between iliac arteries, and subsequently 70% of common iliac flow was distributed to the external iliac and 30% to the internal iliac arteries. The total resistance at each outlet (Rtot) was set to the patient's mean brachial pressure divided by the expected flow rate of the outlet. The resistance ratio R p/Rtot was set to be 5.6% (28% for the renal arteries to avoid retrograde diastolic flow) (22) , which enabled the calculation of the proximal (R p) and distal (R d) resistances, where Rtot ϭ Rp ϩ Rd. For determining compliance values, the total arterial compliance was obtained by the pulse pressure method (36) and distributed to the outlets according to the anticipated flow rate.
The models were meshed with anisotropic linear tetrahedral finite elements, with the maximum edge size of 0.075 cm, based on prior convergence studies using similar models (22) . In addition, five layers of boundary layer meshing, with a next to wall edge size of 0.025 cm, were performed along all walls for accurate WSS computation. Qualitative comparison of WSS patterns to a mesh with maximum edge size of 0.05 cm in the interior and a next to wall edge size of 0.01 cm in the boundary layers was performed to ensure mesh convergence of WSS metrics. The simulation time step of the solver was set to divide the cardiac cycle into 1,000 to 2,000 time steps as needed to produce acceptable root mean square errors. The first two cycles were discarded, and the four subsequent cycles were used for quantitative analysis. The solution was converged after the first two cycles, as verified by the periodicity of velocity and WSS patterns.
Hemodynamics analysis. Wall shear stress was quantified using two standard parameters, the TAWSS (defined as the magnitude of the vectorial average), and OSI. Four cardiac cycles were used in these computations, which was sufficient for convergence of results. Specifically, the TAWSS was calculated as Lumen diameter is based on equivalent area diameter. Centerline length starts and ends when the aneurysm diameter is 10% larger than the native aorta. All units are based on cm. P-P10, patients 1-10.
The OSI was calculated to measure oscillation of the wall shear stress vector from its mean direction as OSI ϭ 1
Flow stagnation was quantified using the MET (23) . The MET of each element in the flow solver mesh was measured as the accumulated amount of time that Lagrangian fluid particles entering the model spent inside model elements
where N p is the total number of particles released, Ne is the number of encounters of a particle into the element e, Ve is the volume of the element, xp(t) is the position of the particle, and He is the indicator function of the element e. MET by definition, measures both stagnation and recirculation, while weighing recirculation lower. To compute MET, particles were uniformly seeded (200-m spacing) and released proximal to the aneurysm continuously over time. Namely, the particles were released in a way to maintain a uniform influx density by releasing based on local space-time flow rate for a total of four cardiac cycles. This created ϳ10 million released particles. The particles were integrated for an additional eight cardiac cycles so that nearly all particles were flushed, and hence the indefinite integral in Eq. 3 could be truncated. The velocity data were assumed to be periodic after the sixth computed cardiac cycle to enable integration beyond the available data. Wall content and thrombus quantification. Thrombus thickness was quantified from the black blood MR images. Segmentations were performed using ITK-Snap (49) . The black blood MR is prone to reduced signal-to-noise ratio in the region of low blood flow, which could lead to artifacts that were difficult to distinguish from thrombus. Therefore, the MRA for model construction was used to confirm lumen boundary from the black blood MR images. An axial plane of the MRA was chosen that matched as close as possible by visual inspection the axial plane of the black blood MR data. This allowed the lumen to be more readily identified or confirmed, and any intraluminal artifact in the black blood MR data discounted. Figure 1 displays both MRA and black blood MR data at baseline and followup for each patient. Patients 1, 3, 5, 6, and 10 did not have noticeable thrombus at the baseline or followup scan. Patients 4 and 7 did not have significant thrombus during the baseline scan, patient 8 had minimal thrombus progression from baseline to followup, and patients 2 and 9 had significant thrombus in both scans with notable progression.
To quantify thrombus progression, a reference point on the spine was chosen from the baseline and followup image data. An angle was measured from the line connecting the center of the lumen to this reference point (Fig. 2) . Thrombus thickness was measured as the distance between the lumen and the outer wall as a function of in the lumen-centered coordinate frame. Then, the change in thrombus thickness was obtained as the difference between thrombus thickness at followup and baseline at the same locations. A similar procedure was used to quantify the various hemodynamic parameters described above as a function of . For the hemodynamic parameters, values were locally averaged from a 1.4-cm thick annular luminal section, which was nominally centered on the axial slice of the black blood MR scan. Once thrombus thickness and the respective hemodynamic parameters were obtained as a function of , the variable was eliminated between the two functions to enable the hemodynamic parameters to be plotted against the quantified thrombus growth. A Gaussian filter was used to remove the high-frequency changes introduced due to this elimination, which did not affect the overall trend of the results.
RESULTS
The fields used to quantify the hemodynamics are shown in Figs. 3, 4 , and 5. The approximate location of the plane where the planar black blood MR imaging was performed is indicated by the arrows. Figure 3 displays the TAWSS results. The entirety of the three-dimensional computer models is displayed in Fig. 3 , whereas closer views of the aneurysmal segments are provided in Figs. 4 and 5. Most of the patients that did not develop thrombus have notable regions of very low (Ͻ1 dyn/cm 2 ) TAWSS at the aneurysm bulge. Figure 4 displays the OSI fields. Most patients that demonstrated no thrombus de-position had significant regions of higher OSI. The MET results are displayed in Fig. 5 . While MET was computed for all elements, Fig. 5 displays MET for the boundary elements only.
Quantification of thrombus growth vs. the hemodynamic parameters, for patients that had thrombus progression from baseline to followup, is plotted in Fig. 6 . Note, Gaussian filtering preserves boundary information more than the other parts, resulting in less removal of high frequency variations near the ends of each plot. Thrombus growth was mostly observed in regions with TAWSS between 2 and 3 dyn/cm 2 . OSI had a significant negative correlation with thrombus deposition, i.e., there is an increase in thrombus thickness in regions of lower OSI. No obvious correlation was found for MET of the boundary elements. Table 3 shows the Pearson's correlation coefficient calculated from the hemodynamic parameters vs. change in thrombus thickness. The correlation for TAWSS did not have an acceptable P value due to the negative correlation for one of the patients, and MET had no consistent correlation.
A size field on the lumen surface was quantified by calculating the distance from centerline to each point on the lumen. This was done for baseline and followup models to visualize the aneurysm growth. The centerline was calculated using vascular modeling toolkit (VMTK) (3). Figure 7 displays the distance from centerline during baseline and followup scans.
DISCUSSION
Thrombosis is a highly complex process involving various biochemical, biomechanical, and biophysical factors. This study investigated hemodynamic features in small AAA to explore possible relations to the development of ILT. Our finding was that OSI appeared to be a significant factor influencing thrombus deposition among the factors studied. Thrombus deposition oc-curred in regions where OSI was low compared with the surrounding, and generally patients who had noticeable regions of relatively high OSI did not have thrombus deposition. These regions of high OSI often, but not always, coincided with regions of low TAWSS (Ͻ1 dyn/cm 2 ). While OSI is normalized to have value ranging from 0 to 0.5, values of TAWSS are more ambiguous. The range chosen for TAWSS here was set to 5 dyn/cm 2 to better stratify values. This enabled us to distinguish between regions of relatively low TAWSS (2-3 dyn/cm 2 ) where deposition occurred and regions of lowest TAWSS (Ͻ1 dyn/cm 2 ) where thrombus progression was mostly absent, perhaps due to higher OSI in such regions. Thrombosis is governed by proteins originating locally and from platelets and proteins originating upstream. Our near-wall MET computation was geared toward measuring how long particles (platelets) entering the aneurysm from upstream were trapped near the wall (lumen surface). This was based on the hypothesis that thrombus in AAA is due (at least in part) to upstream platelets entering the aneurysm, becoming mechanically activated and subsequently becoming trapped in regions of high stagnation (8) . However, our MET results do not support this hypothesis. Alternatively, biochemical activation may be more important, as well as the transport of chemicals and proteins from the wall. These species depend strongly on Fig. 6 . Quantification of OSI, TAWSS (dyn/ cm 2 ), and MET (s) vs. thrombus thickness growth (mm) for the patients that had thrombus deposition between baseline to followup. Note that the abscissa (change in thickness) changes between patients. 
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HEMODYNAMICS VS. THROMBUS GROWTH IN AAA local concentrations and reaction rates and care must be taken in how such species are introduced into the model. Therefore, considerations of stagnation, such as measured using MET, are likely most relevant in conjunction with models coupling biochemical reaction with transport. The conclusion that OSI was negatively correlated with thrombus deposition may be considered contrary to prevailing theory. High OSI, which indicates flow with no preferred direction, is commonly thought to be an adverse hemodynamic condition in atherosclerosis (41) . While flow through a healthy aorta (during systole) may be generally considered attached and unidirectional, flow in AAA is generally separated (5, 22, 31, 33, 37) . Under such conditions, low OSI may indicate regions of persistent reverse or recirculating flow, which may be prothrombotic. Regions of separated flow with higher OSI may indicate higher near wall mixing, which may help to prevent thrombus growth in regions of separated flow. These results motivate further investigation regarding the role of mixing in relation to chemical and cellular transport in AAA.
In prior comparisons of wall shear with thrombosis, Turitto and Baumgartner (43) thelialized aorta, to different wall shear rates. In both applications, an increase in wall shear rate caused an increase in platelet deposition. In the deendothelialized vessel, platelet deposition increased initially with an increase in exposure time but remained relatively unchanged for longer exposure times. The vessel wall conditions in their study represent an injured vessel wall, which may be considered relevant to AAA. These studies support the positive correlation of wall shear stress and thrombus formation found herein, although this finding was only modestly significant (P ϭ 0.16). This correlation is potentially due to the higher rate of delivery of platelets at locations of (relatively) higher wall shear. This mechanism can promote thrombus formation through an increase in adhesion and aggregation of platelets flowing on the injured wall (2) . It should be noted that shear stress levels throughout AAA are generally lower than in the healthy abdominal aorta. Hence, it is the relative difference in shear rather than absolute values that are of relevance here. We note that temporal and spatial gradients of WSS could potentially be correlated with thrombus deposition. However, we have observed that these measures have high positive correlation with WSS magnitude, which limits useful independent information from these measures.
Prior investigations have shown flow reversal at the wall may increase monocyte adhesion (12) , and flow recirculation is positively correlated with thrombosis biomarkers (25) . Consistently, we observed that persistent regions of recirculation contribute to low OSI and enhanced thrombus deposition. In a recent computational study of AAA (28) , OSI was found to be negatively correlated to thrombus deposition. We also note that the theory linking low, and oscillatory, WSS with atherosclerosis has recently been challenged (29) , with the authors pointing out that such correlations have not been found in studies performing point-wise comparisons.
Identification of prothrombotic hemodynamic conditions is desirable since thrombus growth rate may be a predictor of rupture (35) . This study supports the possibility that thrombus deposition could be potentially predicted with a patient-specific framework. However, due to the complexities involved in thrombosis, the identification of a single hemodynamic surrogate to predict thrombus accumulation is tenuous. Previous studies (8) have mentioned that low WSS cannot be the only hemodynamic parameter related to thrombus deposition due to the lower WSS observed in saccular aneurysms, which are more frequently thrombus free. Our investigations have shown that the regions of very low TAWSS (Ͻ1 dyn/cm 2 ) are generally accompanied by high OSI and do not favor thrombus deposition.
Limitations. The main modeling assumptions used in this work were that macroscopic blood flow dynamics could be effectively recovered using a Newtonian fluid model and a no slip (zero velocity) condition on the lumen. Employing more sophisticated models for the blood rheology, or wall mechanics, is in theory possible, but without proper patient-specific data such models may not provide more accurate modeling of in vivo blood flow conditions (34) . Nevertheless, the flow field inside complex vascular geometries such as AAA is generally dominated by the local lumen morphology and inflow/outflow boundary conditions, with blood rheology and fluid-structure interactions having a relatively smaller effect on macroscopic flow conditions (34) . Changes in AAA hemodynamics between a Newtonian and a non-Newtonian model have been investigated (9), but differences in WSS did not appear compelling. Difference in hemodynamics due to wall motion have also been investigated (15) and found to be negligible when radial strains were less than Ϸ8%. Radial strains were observed to be Ͻ5% from the PCMRI data for the AAAs considered.
The presence of ILT in computational modeling of AAA wall has been shown to be an important factor altering wall stress distributions (18, 24, 46) . From the fluid mechanics point of view, the presence of ILT can alter the flow field in different ways. ILT alters lumen morphology. This is expected to be the most significant effect and has been accounted for in this study. ILT can also alter the mechanical properties of fluid structure interaction; however, such interactions were not considered for reasons stated above. The porous nature of ILT may question the no-slip (no-penetration) boundary condition used on the wall. How significant this change can be to the flow field patterns is something that is not clearly known and requires further investigation.
Our measurement of thrombus growth was limited by challenges that arose from coregistration of baseline and followup image data. The lumen-centered coordinate choice used herein for quantifying thrombus thickness and hemodynamics data on the midaneurysm plane is not expected to provide precise registration, and there is uncertainty in axial slice location between the three scans used in our analysis (i.e., the hemodynamics data based on baseline MRA image coordinates, thrombus thicknesses based on baseline black blood MR coordinates, and thrombus thickness based on followup black blood MR coordinates). The induced errors are difficult to quantify. The former problem manifests in, among other things, potentially different s between baseline thickness, baseline hemodynamic parameter and followup thickness. To help reduce these errors, a Gaussian filter was applied once was eliminated. However, the unfiltered data still produced Pearson correlations consistently negative for OSI (between Ϫ0.6 to Ϫ0.8 for most patients) and maintained statistical significance. To help alleviate potential differences in axial plane locations, we performed averaging of the hemodynamics data over a thin annular band and confirmed that our results were insensitive to the chosen thickness (1.4 cm). Moreover, an interobserver study was performed on two of the patients (patients 4 and 8) to examine the sensitivity of the calculated correlation coefficients due to variability of segmentations between blinded operators. This comparison yielded all correlation coefficients changing Ͻ3%. In this study the full threedimensional progression of thrombus was not known, and the approach presented here could benefit by being extended to multiple slices in studies where such data are available. Moreover, the small number of patients that developed thrombus in this study is another limitation, and a larger number of patients would be desirable for more definite conclusions.
Conclusions. Patient-specific modeling of blood flow in 10 patients with small AAA was compared with ILT growth from a 2-to 3-yr followup. The results indicated that regions of low OSI were the most vulnerable for thrombus growth, demonstrating a statistically significant negative Pearson correlation coefficient. TAWSS did not indicate a strong correlation with thrombus deposition but generally demonstrated a positive correlation. Prominent regions of high OSI (Ͼ0.4) and very low TAWSS (Ͻ1 dyn/cm 2 ) appeared to not promote thrombus deposition.
